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The optical properties of Nd31 ions in six different compositions of glasses based on GeO2, PbO, and Bi2O3

have been investigated by using steady-state and time-resolved laser spectroscopy. Judd-Ofelt parameters were

derived from the absorption spectra and used to calculate the 4F3/2→
4I11/2 stimulated emission cross section

and the 4F3/2 radiative lifetime. Site-selective spectroscopy and time resolved fluorescence line narrowing

experiments were performed in the 4F3/2→
4I9/2 , 4I11/2 transitions. For all samples studied a line narrowing of

the 4F3/2→
4I11/2 emission has been observed when exciting at the long wave side of the 4I9/2→

4F3/2 transition.

The lifetimes of the 4F3/2 state do not show a monotonic variation with the excitation wavelength indicating

large site-to-site variations in the local crystal field. Spectral migration of excitation among the Nd31 ions has

been studied from the time evolution of the 4F3/2→
4I9/2 spectra under resonant excitation. The results can be

interpreted in terms of a dipole-dipole energy transfer mechanism. Visible upconversion has been observed in

these glasses under infrared laser excitation.

I. INTRODUCTION

Glasses based on heavy metal oxides are becoming an

important class of materials for optoelectronics applications,

especially because of their high refractive index and low

phonon energies.1–3 The reduced phonon energy increases

the quantum efficiency of luminescence from excited states

of rare earth ions in these matrices and provides the possi-
bility to develop more efficient lasers and fiber optics ampli-
fiers at longer wavelengths than available from other oxide
glasses.4 Among the different compositions studied, lead ger-
manate glasses combine high mechanical strength, high
chemical durability, and temperature stability with good
transmission in the infrared region5 up to 4.5 mm, which
make them promising materials for technological applica-
tions such as new lasing materials, upconverting phosphors,
and optical waveguides.6–10 To develop oxide glasses with
extended infrared transmittance, large cations with low field
strength can be added. Germania based glasses containing
lead and bismuth oxides are most suitable for such optical
waveguide materials. Recently, Miller et al. observed that
glasses in the GeO2-PbO-Bi2O3 system have significantly
higher Raman scattering cross sections than silica-based
compositions,11 which make them potential candidates for
fiber optic amplifiers and oscillators by using stimulated Ra-
man scattering.12

The optical properties of rare-earth ions in glasses depend
on the chemical composition of the glass matrix, which de-
termines the structure and nature of the bonds.13 The devel-
opment of new glass-based optical devices requires a better
understanding of the interionic interactions which are deeply
involved in the fundamental physics of rare earth ions. Al-
though rare earths are not randomly distributed throughout
the glass and they may or may not enter as former ions, their

optical spectra show, even at low concentrations, an inhomo-

geneous broadening which is the evidence of large site-to-

site crystal field variations. Several laser spectroscopic tech-

niques, such as fluorescence line narrowing ~FLN!, spectral

hole burning, etc.,14,15 are required to obtain detailed infor-

mation on the local field and ion-ion and ion-host interaction
processes.

Among the various rare-earth ions, neodymium is the
most widely studied ion in a variety of glasses not only be-
cause of its applications, but also because the variations with
composition of its spectroscopic properties usually apply to
other trivalent rare earth ions.13 These properties include ab-
sorption and emission cross sections, peak wavelengths, and
linewidths, lifetimes and quantum efficiencies, and fluores-
cence quenching processes. To achieve the highest effi-
ciency, fluorescence lifetimes of Nd31 ions must closely ap-
proach the calculated radiative lifetime which is determined
by all the competing radiative and nonradiative decay pro-
cesses; the latter include both Nd-Nd self-quenching and
multiphonon relaxation. Concentration quenching and mul-
tiphonon emission are dependent on the RE ion and the glass
hosts.16

In this work we report the optical properties of Nd31 ions
in six different compositions of binary and ternary glasses
based on GeO2, PbO, and Bi2O3. To the best knowledge of
the authors, there is no detailed study of the optical proper-
ties of Nd31 in these glasses. A recent work by Wachtler
et al.10 reports a basic optical characterization of Nd31 ions
in a binary lead-germanate glass. The present study includes
absorption and emission properties, site-selective spectros-
copy, time-resolved fluorescence line narrowing experi-
ments, and infrared to visible upconversion. In order to es-
tablish a correlation between glass matrix composition and
Nd31 spectral properties, steady-state site selective and reso-
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nant time-resolved fluorescence line narrowing ~TRFLN!
spectroscopy were performed to obtain information about the
site distribution of Nd31 ions and the energy transfer among
them. It is worthwhile mentioning that TRFLN techniques
have only been used in a few studies on spectral diffusion
among Nd31 ions in glasses;17–21 among these, there are only
a few works performed in a resonant pumping scheme20,21 to
excite the 4F3/2 state of Nd31 ions.

II. EXPERIMENTAL TECHNIQUES

Batches of 20 g of glass have been prepared by mixing
high purity reagents GeO2 ~ALFA 99.999!, PbO ~ALFA
99.9995!, Bi2O3 ~ALFA 99.999!; all glasses were doped with
1% Nd2O3 ~ALFA 99.999!. This mixture was melted in a
high purity alumina crucible placed in a vertical tubular fur-
nace at a temperature between 1100–1200 °C for 1 h and
then poured onto a preheated brass plate, followed by 1 h
annealing at 420 °C and cooling at 1.5 °C/min down to room
temperature. Finally the samples were cut and polished for
optical measurements. The composition and density of the
glasses in the system GeO2-PbO-Bi2O3 are listed in Table I.

The samples temperature was varied between 4.2 and 300
K in a continuous flow cryostat. Conventional absorption
spectra were performed with a Cary 5 spectrophotometer.
The emission measurements were made by using an argon
laser and a Ti-sapphire ring laser ~0.4 cm21 linewidth! in the
780–920 nm range. The fluorescence was analyzed with a
0.22 m SPEX monochromator, and the signal was detected
by a Hamamatsu R7102 extended IR photomultiplier and
finally amplified by a standard lock-in technique. The visible
fluorescence was detected by a Hamamatsu R928 photomul-
tiplier.

Lifetime measurements and time resolved resonant fluo-
rescence line narrowed emission measurements were ob-
tained by exciting the samples with a Ti-sapphire laser,
pumped by a pulsed frequency doubled Nd:YAG laser ~9 ns
pulse width!, and detecting the emission with a Hamamatsu
R7102 photomultiplier and with a Hamamatsu R5108 photo-
multiplier provided with a gating circuit designed to enable
gate control from external applied TTL level control signal.
Data were processed by an EGG-PAR boxcar integrator.

III. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

A. Absorption and emission properties

The room temperature absorption spectra of Nd31 in these
glasses were recorded in the 300–2500 nm spectral range by
using a Cary 5 spectrophotometer. The spectral resolution

was 0.5 nm at wavelengths below 1100 nm, and 2 nm above.

As an example, Fig. 1 shows the absorption coefficient for

the six glasses doped with 1 mol % of Nd31 in the 400–950

nm range. The position of the absorption bands are similar

with slight differences in intensity. However, as expected,

the UV absorption edge is shifted to longer wavelengths in

the samples containing bismuth oxide.22 Data from these

spectra can be used to calculate the radiative lifetime of the
4F3/2 excited J manifold, the branching ratios, and the radia-

tive transition probabilities of fluorescence transitions to the

lower lying 4IJ manifolds, according to the Judd-Ofelt ~JO!
theory.23,24 The JO parameters obtained for these glasses are

displayed in Table II. These values are in good agreement

with those previously reported for the Nd31 ion in different

glass materials.4,10,25,26 V2 is the most sensitive to local

structure and glass composition and its value is indicative of

the amount of covalent bonding.27 As can be seen in Table II
the V2 value is higher for the samples with the higher
amount of bismuth ~glasses GPB1 and GB! which have a
more covalent bonding character. Since the V2 parameter
reflects the asymmetry of the local environment at the Nd31

site, a smaller value for glass GP suggests a more centrosym-
metric coordination environment.

The spontaneous emission probabilities from the 4F3/2 to
the 4IJ states were calculated from the JO parameters and
used to obtain the radiative lifetimes.28 The measured effec-
tive linewidth and the spontaneous emission probability of
the 4F3/2→

4I11/2 transition make it possible to evaluate the
stimulated emission cross section25 of this laser transition for
all samples. The resulting radiative lifetime tR and the
stimulated emission cross section for the 4F3/2→

4I11/2 tran-

TABLE I. Nominal composition ~mol %! and density ~g cm23!

of the samples studied.

Glass Composition ~mol %! d ~g cm23!

GP 59GeO2-41PbO 6.21

GPB1 62.5GeO2-12.5PbO-25Bi2O3 6.65

GPB2 58.82GeO2-23.53PbO-17.65Bi2O3 6.63

GPB3 55.56GeO2-33.33PbO-11.11Bi2O3 6.52

GPB4 52.63GeO2-42.11PbO-5.26Bi2O3 6.53

GB 75GeO2-25Bi2O3 6.22

FIG. 1. Room temperature absorption spectra of Nd31 ions in

the six studied samples.
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sition are presented in Table III together with the effective
fluorescence linewidth and peak position. As can be seen, the
fluorescence peak positions are similar in all samples ranging
from 1063.7 to 1065 nm. The narrowest effective linewidth
corresponds to glass GP, increasing as the bismuth oxide
concentration increases in the glass composition. The stimu-
lated emission cross section is determined by V4 , V6 , and
the effective fluorescence linewidth. In this case the highest
value corresponds to glass GPB3. The radiative lifetimes are
in reasonable agreement with the experimental values; how-
ever for glasses GP, GPB2, and GPB3 the experimental life-
time is longer than the radiative one. This behavior has been
observed in tellurite29 and gallate glasses,4 which may result
because the calculated line strength of the 4I9/2→

4F3/2 tran-
sition is larger than the measured line strength.28

B. Site-selective spectroscopy

Taking advantage of the tunability and narrow bandwidth
of the Ti-sapphire ring laser as an excitation source for the
4I9/2→

4F3/2 transition, we have performed the excitation
spectra of this transition by collecting the luminescence at
different wavelengths along the 4F3/2→

4I11/2 transition. As
an example Fig. 2 shows the steady-state excitation spectra
for glass GPB2, obtained at two different emission wave-
lengths measured at 4.2 K. As can be observed the spectrum
slightly narrows and blueshifts for emission at the high en-
ergy wing of the 4F3/2→

4I11/2 emission.
The steady-state site selective emission spectra for the

4F3/2→
4I11/2 transition were performed by exciting at differ-

ent wavelengths in the low energy component of the 4I9/2

→
4F3/2 absorption band. Figure 3 shows the emission spec-

tra of glass GP obtained at different excitation wavelengths
measured at 4.2 K. As can be observed, as excitation wave-
length increases along the low-energy Stark component of

the doubled 4F3/2 , the shape of the emission band changes
and a narrowing and redshift of the emission spectra occurs.
For all samples the spectra are characterized by fluorescence
bands having poorly resolved components and a large resi-
due of inhomogeneous broadening. However, the fluores-
cence spectra of glass GP show more resolved and slightly
narrower lines which indicate a glass with a small site-to-site
variation in the local field.

The decays of the 4F3/2→
4I11/2 transition were obtained

by exciting the samples at different wavelengths along the
low energy component of the 4I9/2→

4F3/2 absorption band.
They were found to be single exponentials at all tempera-
tures and compositions, to a good approximation. This be-
havior may be due to the use of narrow band laser excitation.
Measurements performed at different excitation wavelengths
along the low energy component of the 4I9/2→

4F3/2 absorp-
tion band show that the lifetime displays a variation of about
a 20% and does not show a monotonic variation with wave-
length. This behavior is observed in all samples studied. As
an example Fig. 4 shows the excitation wavelength depen-
dence of the lifetimes for glass GPB2. As can be observed,
the lifetime initially decreases with increasing wavelength
but after reaching a minimum it increases again ~this lifetime
increasing at long wavelengths could be attributed to the
presence of a variety of different centers and/or the existence
of energy transfer!. The wavelength dependence suggests
large site-to-site differences in the local crystal field. The
same behavior was found at 4.2 K. The lifetime values are
nearly independent of temperature in the 4.2–300 K range
for all samples.

FIG. 2. Steady-state excitation spectra of 4I9/2→
4F3/2 transition

in glass GPB2 for luminescence monitored at two different wave-

lengths within the 4F3/2→
4I11/2 emission band. Measurements were

performed at 4.2 K.

TABLE II. Judd-Ofelt parameters (10220 cm2) calculated from

the absorption spectra of Nd31 ions in bismuth lead-germanate

glasses.

Glass V2 V4 V6

r.m.s.

(1027)

GP 2.95 5.01 3.93 4.74

GPB1 3.94 3.77 3.94 3.07

GPB2 3.43 5.01 3.86 6.23

GPB3 3.73 5.70 4.35 5.95

GPB4 3.22 5.01 3.90 4.97

GB 4.79 4.52 4.70 2.91

TABLE III. Room temperature emission properties of Nd31 in bismuth lead-germanate glasses. The

radiative lifetime of the 4F3/2 state has been estimated by using the Judd-Ofelt parameters.

Glass n lp ~nm! Dleff ~nm! sp (10220 cm2) tR ~ms! texp ~ms!

GP 1.959 1063.7 26.1 4.4 176 182

GPB1 2.021 1065 27.6 4.1 180 172

GPB2 2.033 1065 27.2 4.6 155 166

GPB3 2.012 1064.2 26.8 4.9 142 158

GPB4 2.003 1064 26.5 4.3 164 154

GB 1.945 1064.7 28.1 4.6 173 172

3386 PRB 61R. BALDA et al.



C. Time-resolved fluorecence line-narrowing spectra

The characteristic spectroscopic feature of rare-earth ions
in glass is the inhomogeneous broadening resulting from the
distribution of the crystal fields at the variety of rare-earth-
ion sites in the amorphous solid.17 Inhomogeneous broaden-
ing influences substantially the lasing processes that occur in
the medium. To understand these processes it is important to
investigate the interaction between monochromatic radiation
and an assembly of spectrally inhomogeneous active centers.
One of the most important factors is the migration of the
electron excitation over the inhomogeneous profile ~spectral
migration!, which determines the effectiveness of the genera-
tion ~amplification! of the stimulated emission.17 One of the
kinetic methods of migration investigation consists in ana-
lyzing time-resolved luminescence spectra after selective
excitation.17–21,30,31 The TRFLN technique provides us with
a way of measuring optical energy propagation from the ini-
tially excited subset of ions to other elements of the inhomo-

geneously broadened line. Therefore, the existence of energy
transfer among Nd31 ions in these glasses can be studied by
using TRFLN spectroscopy and observing the emission char-
acteristics of the system as a function of time. Previous
works17–19 on Nd-doped glasses utilized a nonresonant
pumping scheme to excite the 4F3/2 state which is respon-
sible for the principal Nd31 fluorescence. Under the nonreso-
nant pumping condition the ‘‘accidental coincidence’’ effect
influences the originating state of the fluorescence in a com-
plicated way and hence no direct analysis can be made of the
TRFLN donor-donor dynamics in such cases.32 The intro-
duction of tunable lasers for resonant excitation in the near
infrared made it possible to perform measurements on
TRFLN under resonant excitation of the 4F3/2 state of Nd31

to study the structure of inhomogeneously broadened bands
and migration of excitation energy among Nd31 ions.20,21,33

In this work, TRFLN spectra for the 4F3/2→
4I9/2 transition

were performed for all samples between 4.2 and 150 K by
using different resonant excitation wavelengths in the low
energy Stark component of the 4I9/2→

4F3/2 absorption band
at different time delays after the laser pulse. Typical results
from these measurements are given in Fig. 5, which shows
the normalized 4F3/2→

4I9/2 spectra at 4.2 K for glass GP
obtained at two different time delays after the laser pulse, 1
and 350 ms, by exciting at the low energy Stark component
of the 4I9/2→

4F3/2 absorption band. Two contributing com-
ponents can be observed in the spectra. The component ob-
served on the high energy side of the line is a simple FLN
line ~linewidth '8 cm21! corresponding to the emission to
the lowest component of the 4I9/2 multiplet, which is the
ground state of the ion. The position of this narrow line is
essentially determined by the wavelength of the pumping
radiation. The broad emission arises from the non-narrowed
inhomogeneous line. As time delay increases the relative in-
tensity of the narrow line and the broad ~nonselected! emis-
sion changes, and the later becomes stronger, which indi-
cates the existence of energy transfer between discrete
regions of the inhomogeneous broadened profile.

The 4F3/2→
4I9/2 spectra were also performed by exciting

at different wavelengths along the low energy Stark compo-
nent of the 4I9/2→

4F3/2 absorption band. Figure 6 shows the
normalized 4F3/2→

4I9/2 spectra at 4.2 K for glass GPB2 ob-
tained at two different time delays after the laser pulse, 1 ms
and 1 ms, and at three different excitation wavelengths. The

FIG. 3. Steady-state emission spectra of transition 4F3/2

→
4I11/2 in glass GP for different excitation wavelengths along the

low energy Stark component of the 4F3/2 level. Data correspond to

4.2 K.

FIG. 4. Lifetimes of the 4F3/2 state in glass GPB2 as a function

of excitation wavelength along the 4I9/2→
4F3/2 absorption band.

Data correspond to 77 K.

FIG. 5. Time resolved fluorescence line narrowed spectra of the
4F3/2→

4I9/2 transition in glass GP obtained from excitation at 882

nm at two different time delays after the laser pulse. Data corre-

spond to 4.2 K.
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pattern of these spectra reveals that the broad emission de-
creases as the excitation energy decreases, which indicates
that excitation energy can migrate mainly in one direction.30

The time evolution of laser-induced resonant line-
narrowed fluorescence is produced by a combination of ra-
diative decay and nonradiative transfer to other nearby ions.
Subsequent fluorescence from the acceptor ions replicate the
inhomogeneously broadened equilibrium emission profile,
showing that transfer occurs not to resonant sites but to the
full range of sites within the inhomogeneous profile. In this
case, a quantitative measure of the transfer is provided by the
ratio of the intensity in the narrow line to the total intensity
of the fluorescence in the inhomogeneous band.

Neglecting the dispersion in the radiative decay rate, and
using the Föster formula for dipole-dipole energy transfer,
one can write for the relationship between the integral inten-
sities of the broad background emission IB and the narrow
luminescence component IN .

lnS IB

IN

11 D5g~EL!t1/2. ~1!

The macroscopic parameter g(EL) has the meaning of an
integral characteristic, which reflects the average rate of ex-
citation transfer from donors to the ensemble of spectrally
nonequivalent acceptors.30

This analysis deals with migration induced changes in an
individual luminescence band originating from transitions
between a pair of Stark sublevels.30 However, in the case of
Nd31 ions, the luminescence spectra represent a superposi-

tion of different Stark components. At low temperature,
where only the lowest Stark sublevels of the ground and
metastable states are populated, the spectra show a narrow
resonant Stark component and some broad emission due to
transitions to the other Stark components of the ground state,
whereas at higher temperatures the spectral pattern becomes
more complicated. As a consequence, though at high tem-
peratures spectral migration can be experimentally observed,
the analysis in terms of Eq. ~1! which considers a two-level
scheme becomes more complicated.

We have analyzed the TRFLN spectra of the transition
4F3/2→

4I9/2 obtained at different time delays between 1 and
350 ms according to Eq. ~1! at 4.2 K. As as example, Fig. 7
shows the results for glasses GP, GPB2, and GB doped with
1 mol % of Nd31 at 4.2 K for an excitation wavelength of
882 nm. As can be observed a linear dependence of the
ln@(IB /IN11)# function on t1/2 was found, indicating that a
dipole-dipole interaction mechanism among the Nd31 ions
dominates in this time regime. The values of the average
transfer rate indicate that energy transfer among Nd31 ions is
weak at this concentration and temperature. As temperature
increases a change in the intensity of both components of the
spectra is observed. The narrow line broadens and decreases
its intensity whereas the one of the broad component in-
creases. The analysis of the TRFLN spectra obtained at dif-
ferent time delays at 77 K also shows a linear dependence of
the ln(IB /IN11) function on t1/2 and an increase in the trans-
fer rate.

D. Infrared to visible upconversion

Frequency upconversion by resonantly pumped rare-earth
doped materials has received increasing attention in recent
years. In conventional oxide glasses the upconversion effi-
ciency is considered to be low because of a large mul-
tiphonon relaxation rate due to the high energy phonons.
However, in lead-germanate glasses the reduced phonon en-
ergy should increase the upconversion efficiency. Infrared to
visible upconversion in an Er31-doped calcium lead-
germanate glass has been reported by Pan et al.7 and more
recently, orange-blue frequency upconversion in a
Pr31-doped lead germanate glass has been reported by the
authors.34

In this work, visible upconversion has been observed in
these bismuth-lead-germanate glasses doped with 1 mol % of
Nd31 under continuous wave ~cw! and pulsed laser excita-

FIG. 6. Time resolved fluorescence line narrowed spectra of the
4F3/2→

4I9/2 transition in glass GPB2 obtained at 1 ms and 1 ms

after the laser pulse at different excitation wavelengths. Measure-

ments correspond to 4.2 K.

FIG. 7. Analysis of the time evolution of the TRFLN 4F3/2

→
4I9/2 emission by means of Eq. ~1! for three different samples.

Symbols correspond to experimental data and the solid lines are fits

to Eq. ~1!. Data correspond to 4.2 K.
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tion. The samples were pumped in the 780–920 nm spectral
range by using a Ti-sapphire ring laser ~0.4 cm21 linewidth!
and a Ti-sapphire laser, pumped by a pulsed frequency
doubled Nd:YAG laser ~9 ns pulse width!. A cutoff filter
~transmittance 400–750 nm! was used to remove both the
pumping radiation and the infrared luminescence from the
samples. As an example, Fig. 8 shows the upconversion fluo-
rescence in the 400–750 nm region at 77 K for GPB2 glass
obtained by exciting at 805 nm ~cw! in resonance with the
4I9/2→

4F5/2 transition. The spectrum shows three main
bands centered at around 535, 598, and 671 nm. It is worthy
to mention that the intensity of the visible luminescence is
weak in the 77–295 K temperature range and can be only
measured under high intensity pumping ~> 140 mW on the
sample!. The dependence of the three lines intensity on the
pump power is nearly quadratic ~slope 1.6!, which indicates
a two photon upconversion process.

The energy level diagram shown in Fig. 9 was constructed
by using the room temperature absorption spectrum for

GPB2 glass. In this figure we also indicate the two possible
mechanisms leading to the observed visible luminescence
after infrared excitation.

In order to identify each emission band, we have used the
low temperature emission spectrum given in Fig. 8 and the
energy level diagram of Nd31 in GPB2 glass shown in Fig.
9. The three bands observed in the emission spectrum have
been reported in other Nd-doped materials, and attributed to
transitions from the 4G7/2 and 4G5/2 levels.35–37 An analysis
of the energy level diagram and the emission spectrum sug-
gests that the observed bands can be originated from the
4G7/2 level. So the bands can be attributed to transitions
4G7/2→

4I9/2 ~535 nm!, 4G7/2→
4I11/2 ~598 nm!, and 4G7/2

→
4I13/2 ~671 nm!. This hypothesis is supported by lifetime

measurements performed by exciting at the 4F3/2 level with a
pulsed Ti-sapphire laser and collecting the luminescence at
the peak positions of the visible emission bands. A lifetime
value of about 50 ms was found for the three observed emis-
sions.

The excited 4G7/2 state can be populated by two possible
mechanisms, excited state absorption ~ESA! and/or energy
transfer ~ETU! ~see Fig. 9!. In the first process ~ESA!, Nd31

ions in the 4F3/2 state, populated upon relaxation from the
4F5/2 state, absorb pump photons and are excited to the 2D5/2

state, from which they can decay nonradiatively to the 4G7/2

state. In the second process ~ETU!, when two Nd31 ions are
excited to the 4F3/2 state, a transfer occurs by which one ion
loses energy and goes to the 4I13/2 state while the other one
gains energy and goes to the 4G7/2 state. These processes can
coexist, contributing to the excitation into higher levels. To
obtain information about the dominant mechanism respon-
sible for the upconverted luminescence, the excitation spec-
trum of the visible emissions was investigated in the 780–
920 nm range ~by using the Ti-sapphire tunability!. Similar
excitation spectra were obtained by collecting the lumines-
cence at 535, 598, and 671 nm. As an example, the excitation
spectrum of the 598 nm band is presented in Fig. 10 together
with the absorption spectrum in this spectral range ~on the
inset! for comparison. As can be observed the excitation
spectrum shows the peaks corresponding to the 4I9/2

→
4F5/2 , 4F3/2 absorption bands, without any significant dif-

ferences with the absorption spectrum. ~The slightly narrow
and blue shift in the excitation spectrum is because this spec-
trum was recorded at 77 K.! This behavior indicates that an
ETU process seems to be responsible for the observed visible
luminescence, though other possible mechanisms can not be
disregarded.35

FIG. 8. Upconversion emission spectrum for glass GPB2 ob-

tained under cw excitation at 805 nm at 77 K.

FIG. 9. Energy level diagram for Nd31 in GPB2 glass obtained

from the room temperature absorption spectrum. Possible upconver-

sion mechanisms and assignments of the emission bands observed

with an 805 nm excitation are also indicated.

FIG. 10. Excitation spectrum of the 598 nm line, corrected for

the spectral variation of the laser intensity. Measurements were per-

formed at 77 K.
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IV. CONCLUSIONS

~i! From the steady-state optical absorption measurements

the Judd-Ofelt parameters were derived and used to calculate

the 4F3/2→
4I11/2 stimulated emission cross section and the

4F3/2 radiative lifetime for Nd31 in six samples with a dif-

ferent composition. The smallest value of the V2 parameter

for glass GP suggests a more centrosymmetric coordination

environment for the Nd31 ions. The narrowest effective line-

width of the 4F3/2→
4I11/2 transition corresponds to glass GP,

increasing as the bismuth oxide concentration increases in

the glass composition. The highest stimulated emission

cross-section which is determined by V4 and V6 and the

effective fluorescence linewidth corresponds to glass GPB3.
~ii! The narrowing observed in the steady-state emission

spectra of the 4F3/2→
4I11/2 transition when the exciting

wavelength increases along the 4I9/2→
4F3/2 absorption band,

together with the nonmonotonic dependence of the lifetimes
on the excitation wavelength, reveal the existence of a broad

distribution of Nd31 sites in these glasses. The spectral fea-
tures and inhomogeneous broadening of the emission spectra
for the glasses studied suggest that the addition of Bi2O3

contributes to a greater variation in the local crystal field.
~iii! Analysis of the time evolution of the 4F3/2→

4I9/2

emission spectra obtained at low temperature under resonant
excitation shows that spectral migration of excitation among
neodymium ions is weak at 1 mol % Nd31 concentration and
can be interpreted in terms of dipole-dipole energy transfer.

~iv! The observed behavior for the visible emission ob-
tained under infrared excitation suggests that an ETU pro-
cess are responsible for the unconverted luminescence,
though other possible mechanisms can not be disregarded.
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